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TILL SUN04DEC 
UNDERWIRE FESTIVAL @ VARIOUS LOCATIONS

Underwire is the UK’s only film festival celebrating female filmmaking talent across 
the crafts. Founded in 2010 by Gabriella Apicella and Gemma Mitchell with the aim to 
change the face of the industry from the inside out, the festival has awarded training and 
mentoring opportunities to over 40 filmmakers, and has screened over 300 films. 
Left: Still from Lost Youth – Rina Yang

TILL SAT03DEC 
PUTTING WORDS IN YOUR MOUTH @ ROUNDHOUSE

In the lead up to the Brexit vote, award-winning artist Scottee travelled across England  
to interview LGBTQI people angered by mainstream politics.

His bold new production Putting Words in Your Mouth explores notions of belonging, 
identity and the legacy of Thatcherism, taking a hard look at what happens when 
communities are left behind. Challenging what it means to be British and queer in 2016, 
Scottee shines a light on a divided society, where those we think we identify with can 
shock and surprise us.

THU01DEC 
NEOLIBERAL FEMINISM AND THE FUTURE OF HUMAN CAPITAL  
@ CENTRE FOR FEMINIST RESEARCH GOLDSMITH’S 
18:00–19:30

Dr Catherine Rottenberg will examine the contemporary embrace of feminism by the 
mainstream media and among high-powered women.

THU01DEC 
DARK & LOVELY: BLACK BEAUTY IN CINEMA @ BFI 
18.10 (£6.50)

What is black beauty? A shirtless Paul Robeson escaping a chain gang in The Emperor 
Jones; Pam Grier in Foxy Brown; Grace Jones as Boomerang’s infamous Strangé; Lupita 
Nyong’o on the red carpet or Viola Davis revealing her natural hair in How to Get Away 
with Murder? Join the BFI’s Tega Okiti, Ben Arogundade, author of Black Beauty, writer 
and programmer Jay Bernard and Jan Asante, BCA Film Fest, as they mine the history of 
black stars with a selection of clips and insightful discussion celebrating sexuality, style  
and the politics of hair and colourism. 

THU01DEC 
RENATE BERTLMANN: HÖHEPUNKTE [TWO CLIMAXES]  
@ RICHARD SALTOUN GALLERY 
PV 18:00

Described as ‘phallus-addicted’ by her peers in the 1970s, Renate Bertlmann’s provocative 
art practice has historically made her the subject of criticism – despite her active 
participation in feminist discourse. Her inclusion in the major exhibition, Museum des 
Geldes (Museum of Money) (1978), and being called “phallus addicted” by her feminist 
contemporaries, she has faced an uphill battle to have her work taken seriously by the 
art world establishment, resulted in audience members calling for the removal of her 
work and for the artist to be prosecuted – the show toured to the Van Abbemuseum, 
Eindhoven, and the Centre Pompidou, Paris, both which refused to exhibit her work. 
Her more recent inclusion in the Gwangju Biennale (2014); The World Goes Pop at Tate 
Modern (2015-2016) and her solo exhibition at the Sammlung Verbund, Vienna, has been 
to critical acclaim – finally placing her as one of the leading feminist artists of the 20th 
century.

This exhibition at Richard Saltoun Gallery will showcase three of Renate’s most 
controversial works: Rollstuhl (rot-grobgroß) [(Wheelchair (red-big))] (1975); Uravagina 
(1978) and Bru(s)tkasten [(Breast incubator]) (1984). These works, exhibited alongside 
vintage photographs and drawings from the 70s, illustrate her unique sensitivity to 
material and female tropes.

THU01DEC 
WANDERING/ WILDING PRESENTS: CLAPBACK BY NIV ACOSTA  
@ IMT GALLERY 
18:00-21:00

CLAPBACK’, is a crucial solo performance work by artist niv Acosta, first premiered at 
Kunst-Were Institute for Contemporary Art in Berlin, Germany in early 2016. This work 
began as a memorial homage celebrating and remembering the lives of those who fell 
victim to police violence within the year of 2015. Drawing inspiration from and evoking 
the rich histories of both club culture and Afro-Futurism, the performance is at once 
intervention and political critique. ‘CLAPBACK’ looks to the audience to bear witness, 
participate via the physicality of presence, showing solidarity, and engage via collective 
consciousness and group action.

THU01DEC-SAT03DEC 
POST BY XAVIER DE SOUSA @ OVAL HOUSE 
19:30

Post is an exploration of what it means to be a migrant, constantly inhabiting a ‘national 
limbo’.

POST-SHOW TALK: Thursday 1 December 
Join us for a post-show talk with Dr Sarah Fine (King’s College, Philosophy of Migration) 
and Alessandra Cianetti (Director at performingborders). We will be chatting about some 
of themes of the show and how they might reflect contemporary discourse, both in the 
arts and in the political landscape, on migration, borders and national identities.

FRI02DEC – WED14DEC 
BENT! CHALLENGING PERCEPTIONS OF GENDER AND SEXUALITY  
@ RICH MIX

An exhibition expressing the frustrations and celebrations present in the ongoing struggle 
for global LGBT rights.

BENT expresses the frustrations and celebrations present in the ongoing struggle for 
global LGBT rights. Invited participating artists for BENT! include Hussina Raja, Shahin 
Shahablou and the collective LOVED, who present an excerpt from their upcoming  
show in London. 

Four exhibiting artists in photography, video installation and illustration.  
Some of the pieces will include audio. 

FRI02DEC 
PECKHAM PLATFORM RETROSPECTIVE: FESTIVE PECKHAM LATE OPENING 
@ PECKHAM PLATFORM 
17:00 – 20:00

Peckham Platform Retrospective includes artworks and materials from: Rachael 
House, Harold Offeh, Jessica Voorsanger, David Cotterrell, Sonia Boyce, Barby 
Asante, Gayle Chong Kwan, Garudio Studiage, Nikolaj Larsen, David Blandy,  
Sarah Cole, Kimathi Donkor, Ruth Beale, Kathrin Böhm, Eileen Perrier,  
Anna Best, Melanie Manchot, Michael McMillan, and Janette Parris.

The exhibition features original works from Melanie Manchot, Nikolaj Larsen and David 
Cotterrell, and presents the first opportunity for members of the public to browse the 
entire catalogue of the South London Black Music Archive compiled by Barby Asante 
from objects donated by visitors to the gallery. Alongside the installations, audio, unique 
ephemera and documentation from many of the celebrated artists, visitors will be able 
to collect memorabilia including special postcards, printed currency and limited edition 
pamphlets.

SAT03DEC 
PROMISED LAND SYMPOSIUM (ART AND CONFLICT) @ UAL  
(£5.90)

In partnership with the Goethe-Institut London, this symposium provides a platform for 
artists, curators, writers, intellectuals and experts to address the promise of Europe as a 
place of human rights, security and prosperity; and the Europe of borders, refugee camps, 
populism, and heightened nationalism.

 

SAT03DEC 
DUCKIE IS 21 @ ELECTRIC BRIXTON 
21:00-3:00

Off to Duckie Ain’t that Lucky? Might be Mucky What do you get if you cross ... 25 Polish 
Folk Dancers, 15 Tap Dancers aged 60 Plus, 7 Subversive Neurodivergent Creatives, 6 
Drag Queens, Two Readers Wifes, One Fire-Breathing Ingénue, the bleeding Night Czar, 
a Gambling Den, a Legendary Brixton Dance Hall that used to House The Daisy Chain, a 
Scary Mary, One Thousand Five Hundred Middle Aged Lesbos and Benders from South 
London, Black Elvis and a Game of Pontoon...?

SAT03DEC 
MOTHERBOARDT WITH FANNIE SOSA AND NIV ACOSTA @ TATE MODERN 
19:00-21:30

What happens when a group of multi-ethnic young people from across the sexual 
and gender identity spectrum take over a space at Tate Modern? Join them for a lively 
evening of performance that breaks new ground in movement and sound technology to 
explore public space and representations of the body, drawing on a series of movement 
workshops led by artists Fannie Sosa and niv Acosta.

Creating a space to examine how the body experiences and processes sound, at a time 
where sound is often used to disperse and discourage young people from taking up space, 
Motherboardt challenges how young people navigate the world around them and draws 
on afro-diasporic knowledge to confront issues of belonging and presence in society.

TUE06DEC 
FINDING FANON WITH LARRY ACHIAMPOMG AND DAVID BLANDY @ TATE 
MODERN 
19:30-20:30

The Finding Fanon project is inspired by the lost plays of Frantz Fanon (1925–1961), 
a radical humanist, psychiatrist and writer whose work explored the mental distress 
caused by colonisation and the consequences of decolonisation. Achiampong and Blandy 
re-interpret Fanon’s ideas, thinking through how they are relevant to their friendship, and 
for society today. 

THU08DEC 
CURATOR’S TOUR: GUERRILLA GIRLS WITH NAYIA YIAKOUMAKI @ 
WHITECHAPEL GALLERY 
18:30 (free)

Learn about the Guerrilla Girls’ Whitechapel Gallery project in a free guided tour of the 
exhibition with Nayia Yiakoumaki (Curator: Archive Gallery).

THU08DEC 
BOOK LAUNCH: DELHI: COMMUNITIES OF BELONGING @ RIVINGTON 
PLACE

Join us for a glass of wine to celebrate the launch of Sunil Gupta and Charan Singh’s new 
photo book Delhi: Communities of Belonging (The New Press, November 2016)

Listen to the authors introduce their latest work depicting India’s emerging LGBTQ 
community with a Q&A session and free wine reception for the audience.

THU08DEC-FRI23DEC 
VIRGIN XTRAVAGANZAH’S PAGAN CHRISTMAS @ ROSEMARY BRANCH 
THEATRE 
21:30 (£15)

* 8th, 9th, 10th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 22nd & 23rd December 2016 *

A virgin had the son of God. She became totes famous. Things got #awks when he 
reached his 30s.

A couple thousand years later, the Virgin Mary has been kicked out of heaven and is living 
out her dream of being a drag queen sensation here in London.  All by herself, she must 
find out what Christmas actually means – and who this guy Santa Claus is.

Brimming with pop songs and bursting with attitude, this is the hilarious story of one 
icon’s search for belonging this Christmas.

FRI09DEC 
CULTURE NOW: EVAN IFEKOYA @ ICA 
13:00

Artist Evan Ifekoya is in conversation with sound artist and DJ Ain Bailey on the occasion 
of group exhibition Wandering/WILDING: Blackness on the Internet (IMT Gallery, 4 
Nov – 11 Dec 2016, curated by Legacy Russell). Evan Ifekoya’s current work investigates 
the possibility of an erotic and poetic occupation using film, performative writing and 
sound, focused on co-authored, intimate forms of knowledge production and the radical 
potential of spectacle. Ifekoya is currently developing a radio play,  This Catalogue of Poses, 
initially written during a residency at Wysing Arts Centre. Ain Bailey is a sound artist and 
DJ whose compositions are inspired by ideas and reflections on silence and absence, 
architectural urban spaces and feminist activism.

FRI09DEC 
SELF/PORTRAITS: RELATING NARRATIVES @ CENTRESPACE (Dundee) 
17:30-20:30

Self/Portraits: Relating Narratives is the sequel to the performative screening Autoritratti 
which took place at the Showroom Gallery (London) in 2015. This screening weaves 
together the visual narratives of 12 international women artists or collectives who have 
worked around questions of identity and self-determination, often in confrontation to 
their respective social and political contexts. Employing real and interpreted voices, lyrics 
and unorthodox visual techniques, their works address female sexuality, motherhood, 
ecology and violence.

FRI09DEC – SAT17DEC 
IT’S OFFAL. CURATED BY EMILY AUSTIN AND EMMA COUSIN @ 
ARTHOUSE1 
PV:THU8DEC 18:30 – 21:00 
Symposium: SUN11DEC 15:00 – 18:00

From excrement to innards, It’s Offal looks at the work of artists who have chosen to 
explore what lies within. A guttural festivity that triggers questions about who and what 
we really are, our fears and desires, and what we value in the end. The inner body and its 
distortions are presented in photographs, films, performances, sculptures and paintings in 
order to expose, reflect and celebrate the sludge and flow of life. 

FRI09DEC  
FILIART: REFUGE @ OXFORD HOUSE 
PV 18:30 – 21:00

FiLiArt:Refuge is an art exhibition like no other. It will explore the boundaries of safety 
and vulnerability in women’s lives, from the hopes and dreams of Syrian refugee girls, to 
the devastating impacts of abuse, to the transformative space of sisterhood. Experience 
vibrant, exciting art from more than 30 women artists working in all types of media,  
from sculpture and textiles to digital, film and photography.

SAT10DEC 
SHE BOOK LAUNCH @ UNIT 5 GALLERY 
19:00- 22:30

Sweet ‘Art would like to invite you to our latest exhibition and first book launch!  
‘SHE’ started out in July of this year as a cross continental exhibition of feminine  
works and ideas. 

Three galleries came together from the UK, Vietnam and America to exchanged ideas, 
shared artistic licence and put together SHE. 

SAT10DEC 
THE RETURN OF PERSEPHONE @ LONDON BRIDGE 
13:00-14:00

The Return Of Persephone is a series of public performance that will take place in central 
London. The work is based on mythology, on the myth of Demeter and Persephone. 
Persephone lives between life and death. She visits the world and tells stories.

TUE13DEC – SAT07JAN 
DR. CARNESKY’S INCREDIBLE BLEEDING WOMAN @ SOHO THEATRE 
19:15 (£10)

Putting the magic back into menstruation, Marisa Carnesky along with a cast of 
extraordinary women from London’s cabaret scene have reinvented menstrual rituals  
for a new era drawing on the hidden power of a forgotten matriarchal past.

Featuring performed rituals from collaborating artists Fancy Chance, Rhyannon Styles, 
MisSa Blue, H Plewis, Nao Nagai, Pryia Mistry and Molly Beth Morossa.

TUE20DEC 
SCREENING OF MAPPLETHORPE: LOOK AT THE PICTURES FOLLOWED BY 
SANDY NAIRNE IN CONVERSATION WITH ALISON JACQUES @ ICA 
19:30 (£5)             

Mapplethorpe: Look at the Pictures, an Emmy nominated, HBO documentary, is the first 
definitive, feature length portrait of Robert Mapplethorpe.

 

WED21DEC 
QUEER EXPERIMENTS: MAKING SPACE @ HACKNEY ATTIC 
19.30 (£8/6)

Queer space in London is disappearing, so how do we create new space?  
What do we do? What do we need? 

Queer Experiments creates outside of given frames with and by London’s leading queer 
artists and thinkers. Comedy, performance art and visuals.  
Expect the unexpected! 

FRI23DEC/THU29DEC 
THE WATERMELON WOMAN @ BFI 
18.20/20.30 (£11.75/8.35)

Cheryl Dunye writes, directs and stars in this story about a filmmaker researching an 
intriguing black actress from 30s. With delightfully fresh humour and wit, Dunye makes 
profound statements about the ownership of history and the complex terrain of queer 
interracial relationships. 

TILL SAT03DEC
ALMOST ALL THE GIRLS RAISE THEIR HANDS @ TINTYPE GALLERY
Alice Walton’s work is centred around the staging of representational images, usually from magazines and books, within sculptural installations. Her 
practice is concerned with the relationship between image and object: found images are re-presented to shake-shift perceptions and suggest  
alternative readings.

TILL SAT03DEC
PUTTING WORDS IN YOUR MOUTH @ROUNDHOUSE
In the lead up to the Brexit vote, award-winning artist Scottee travelled across England to interview LGBTQI people angered by mainstream politics.
His bold new production Putting Words in Your Mouth explores notions of belonging, identity and the legacy of Thatcherism, taking a hard look at 
what happens when communities are left behind.

TILL SAT10DEC
STEPHANIE QUAYLE: JENGA @ T.J.BOULTING  
Stephanie Quayle has long been fascinated with the animal form, and creates expressive life-size sculptures fired in clay that capture the movement 
and character of the creature, from imposing elephants to mischievous monkeys. Her fascination also encompasses a passion for nature and a concern 
for the future of many of the endangered species that she depicts. 

TILL SUN11DEC
CONSTRUCTED REALITIES @ ART LACUNA SPACE
Constructed Realities showcases the works of 6 contemporary artists working within the medium of film; highlighting the flux and flow of life as 
we navigate the material plentitude of our surroundings and absurdity of the everyday through irrational acts, found footage and constructed virtual 
realities.

TILL SUN11DEC
WANDERING/WILDING @ IMT GALLERY
A call-and-response to ‘The Peril of Black Mobility’, a critical essay by Doreen St. Félix, exhibition Wandering / WILDING: Blackness on the Internet 
presents seven artists (Devin Kenny, E.Jane, Evan Ifekoya, Fannie Sosa, Hannah Black, Niv Acosta, and Tabita Rezaire) whose work mobilises an explora-
tion of race via the material of the Internet. 

TILL SUN11DEC
EACH FIGHTING ITS OWN LITTLE BATTLE IN HAPPY IGNORANCE @ PUMP HOUSE GALLERY
Group exhibition based on Graham Greene’s novel It’s a Battlefield. Greene’s book, written and based in Wandsworth, takes on ideas of administrative 
power, disempowerment of the individual and the impact of bureaucratic structures on the individual when misused. By investigating areas such as the 
voice and agency, political structures and individuals, labour and language, the work in the exhibition locates the individual in the confusing world of 
bureaucracy.

TILL SUN11DEC
CANDICE LIN: A BODY REDUCED TO BRILLIANT COLOUR @ GASWORKS
The exhibition explores how histories of slavery and colonialism have been shaped by human attraction to particular colours, tastes, textures and 
drugs. Focusing on how the desire to wear, become enraptured by or ingest certain plants and substances preceded the will to trade them as com-
mercial goods, the exhibition traces the materialist urges at the root of colonial violence.

TILL FRI16DEC
MONICA ROSS: A CRITICAL FINE ART PRACTICE @ CHELSEA SPACE
British artist Monica Ross died in 2013 leaving an influential 40-year body of pioneering, socially-engaged, feminist and performative art practice that 
has profound significance for contemporary art and society.

TILL SAT17DEC
ANDREW SALGADO: THE SNAKE @ BEERS LONDON
Salgado will exhibit 12 vibrant works as a tribute to the victims of the recent Orlando massacre in Florida, which killed 49 people, making it the largest 
shooting by a single gunman in American history. As a gay man who subscribes to Francis Bacon’s dictum that it’s not the paintings that are violent, but 
the world itself, Salgado finds himself once again revisiting themes of brutality and masculinity. 

TILL SAT17DEC
HOW TO DATE A FEMINIST @ THE ARCOLA THEATRE
Kate likes her men tall, dark and smouldering. She has a fatal attraction to bad men. Then she meets Steve… Steve is a feminist. Can she overcome 
her love of lipstick, cupcakes and Heathcliff? Can he forgo the ethical confetti and learn to be a little bit more ravishing in bed? Can the two of them 
reinvent romance for the 21st Century?

TILL SAT17DEC
MOLLY SODA: COMFORT ZONE @ ANNKA KULTYS GALLERY
Molly Soda takes the private behaviours inherent to spaces like the bedroom and makes them public, reflecting how that changes the way in which 
those behaviours are seen and contextualised. A self-described ‘webcam princess,’ Soda’s work spans the array of contemporary digital platforms, 
including Instagram selfies, YouTube videos, gifs, zines, web-based performance and tweets. Her work explores the technological media on of self-identy, 
contemporary feminism, culture and perversion.

TILL SUN18DEC
VISIONS @ THE NUNNERY
The 2016 exhibition will showcase over 100 artists’ work through an innovative six-part programme, punctuated by 12 events featuring live perfor-
mances in the gallery and its unique Victorian enclosed courtyard.

TILL SUN18DEC
DONNA HUANCA: SCAR CYMBALS @ ZABLUDOWICZ
The first UK solo exhibition by Donna Huanca at the Zabludowicz Collection will also be the first performance-led commission in the space, with 
daily performances from painted models activating a series of new site-responsive architectural and sculptural installations in the 19th century former 
Methodist chapel.

TILL SAT24DEC
MARVIN GAYE CHETWYND: UPTIGHT UPRIGHT UPSIDE DOWN @ CCA, GLASGOW
For her first full solo show in Scotland, Marvin Gaye Chetwynd revisits and extends some of her earlier works transforming the exhibition spaces 
in CCA into a set. Proposing ideas and sharing information on what might liberate people, in an interactive live cinematic proposal, Uptight upright 
upside down attempts not to shape the world, but rather to visually offer an extension to it.

TILL SAT07JAN
TELLER ON MAPPLETHORPE @ ALISON JACQUES GALLERY
To coincide with what would have been the 70th Birthday of the iconic American photographer Robert Mapplethorpe, Alison Jacques Gallery has 
invited acclaimed UK-based German photographer Juergen Teller to curate an exhibition of Mapplethorpe’s work. Teller’s selection will be drawn from 
the entire archive of the Mapplethorpe Foundation. Considered one of the most important photographers of his generation, Juergen Teller is one of a 
few artists who, since Mapplethorpe, has been able to operate successfully both in the art world and the world of commercial fashion photography.
 
TILL SAT14JAN
NATALIA LL: PROBABILITIES @ ROMAN ROAD
One of few artists in the Polish People’s Republic (PRL), Natalia LL’s work addressed the female subject in the patriarchal society of the Communist 
regime. Through the exploration of her subjectivity, she developed radical visual archives that embody a dynamic feminist personality. For her series 
Consumer Art and Post-consumer Art, Natalia employed the ambiguous supports of photography and video to challenge the stereotypical,  
masculinised image of the female role and to criticise the commodification of women in pornography.

TILL SUN15JAN
WILLIAM KENTRIDGE: THICK TIME @ WHITECHAPEL GALLERY
South African artist William Kentridge (b.1955, Johannesburg) is renowned for his animated expressionist drawings and films exploring time, the  
history of colonialism and the aspirations and failures of revolutionary politics.

TILL SUN22JAN
ARTISTS’ FILM INTERNATIONAL FAREHA KHEZAL & MAK YING TUNG @ WHITECHAPEL GALLERY
A selection of international artists’ film exploring the potential of repetition. In her metaphorical work Mirror of Heart, Fareha Khezal comments on 
how women in Afghanistan must stand up for their rights and reveal their talent to participate in socio-political, economic and cultural life. Meanwhile 
in Disarming (2013) Hong-Kong based Mak Ying Tung (b. 1989) records the intriguingly disturbing act of plucking out the spines of a cactus, thereby 
questioning issues of perception and social behaviour.

TILL SAT28JAN
REHANA ZAMAN: TELL ME THE STORY OF ALL THESE THINGS
‘Tell me the story Of all these things’ is an accumulation of several narrative threads drawing together intimate conversations between the artist and 
her two sisters, ominous animated visions of a metamorphosing body, e-learning training on Prevent, and staged, performed gestures. The work takes 
its title from Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s ‘Dictee’, a novel that deploys a variety of texts to examine themes of dislocation and fragmentation. Taking 
Cha’s work as a departure point, ‘Tell me the story Of all these things’ explores processes of disassembling as constitutive of lived experience.

TILL THU02FEB
MAI–THU PERRET: ZONE @ SIMON LEE GALLERY
Mai–Thu Perret creates interdisciplinary works that combine the languages of feminism, politics, theatre, nature, religion and art history. Perret’s new 
body of work draws on French avant-garde writer and feminist theorist Monique Wittig’s novel Les Guérillères (first published in 1969) that imagines 
a society run by a tribe of warrior lesbian women.

TILL SUN05FEB
THE VULGAR: FASHION REDEFINED @ THE BARBICAN
Weaving together historical dress, couture and ready-to-wear fashion, textile ornamentation, manuscripts, photography and film, this carefully crafted 
installation illustrates how taste is a mobile concept: what was once associated with vulgarity is reconjured by designers to become the height of 
fashion.  Encompassing a 500-year timeframe, The Vulgar showcases historic works alongside a roll call of contemporary fashion.

TILL WED15FEB
MOLLY SODA: COMFORT ZONE @ ANNKA KULTYS GALLERY
Molly Soda takes the private behaviours inherent to spaces like the bedroom and makes them public, reflecting how that changes the way in which 
those behaviours are seen and contextualised. A self-described ‘webcam princess,’ Soda’s work spans the array of contemporary digital platforms, 
including Instagram selfies, YouTube videos, gifs, zines, web-based performance and tweets. Her work explores the technological media on of self-identy, 
contemporary feminism, culture and perversion.

TILL SUN05MAR
GUERRILLA GIRLS: IS IT EVEN WORSE IN EUROPE? @ WHITECHAPEL GALLERY
The Guerrilla Girls revisit their 1986 poster “It’s Even Worse in Europe” in a new display at the Whitechapel Gallery. The project is based on informa-
tion gathered from museums across Europe about the representation of artists who are female, gender non-conforming or from Africa, Asia, South 
Asia and South America.

TILL SUN12MAR 
UNDRESSED: A BRIEF HISTORY OF UNDERWEAR @ V&A MUSEUM 
One of underwear’s primary roles is to support, firm and shape the body to create the ideal body shape and substructure for the latest fashions. The 
exhibition will explore dress reformers and designers such as Paul Poiret, who argued for the beauty of the natural body, as well as entrepreneurs, 
inventors and innovators who have played a critical role in the development of increasingly more effective and comfortable underwear. On display 
will be over 200 objects for men and women together with fashion plates, photographs and film, advertisements and packaging to introduce changing 
concepts of the ideal body.

TILL SUN02APR
ART NOW RACHEL MACLEAN: WOT U :-) ABOUT? @ TATE BRITAIN
Rachel Maclean is a Glasgow-based multi-media artist who creates artificial visions using green-screen technology. Within her fantastical settings 
Maclean parodies fairy tales, children’s television programmes, beauty product advertising, internet videos, and pop culture playing all the extravagantly 
costumed characters herself.  At once seductive and nightmarish, glossy and grotesque, her films destabilise power dynamics and consumer desires.

TILL TUE02MAY
THE RADICAL EYE: MODERNIST PHOTOGRAPHY FROM THE SIR ELTON JOHN COLLECTION @ TATE MODERN
With over 70 artists and nearly 150 rare vintage prints on show from seminal figures including Brassai, Imogen Cunningham, André Kertész, Dorothea 
Lange, Tina Modotti, and Aleksandr Rodchenko, this is a chance to take a peek inside Elton John’s home and delight in seeing such masterpieces of 
photography.

STILL SHOWING

DEADLINE FRI09DEC
CALL FOR PAPERS: ALL ABOUT CINDERELLA: RETELLINGS IN THE CULTURAL IMAGINATION
Three-hundred and nineteen years since the publication of Charles Perrault’s famous Histories du Temps Passé, the myth of Cinderella remains 
integral to many current facets of our cultures. Inspired by the University of Bedfordshire’s collection of scripts, books, theatrical memorabilia, designs, 
ephemera on Cinderella and organised by the Research Institute for Media, Arts and Performance, this conference focuses on the role of performance 
and storytelling as a way to analyse moments of significant artistic, cultural and social change. More information about the conference via link.

DEADLINE SUN11DEC
CALL FOR PAPERS: NO TURNING BACK: RETHINKING THE POST-MODERN
Cinema & Contemporary Arts – The End of (Art) History-Telling? Representing The Historical Past and Historicizing The Past In The Arts After The 
Post Modern.Includes: Porn studies – Video (R)evolutions. More information at the link.

DEADLINE MON12DEC
OPEN CALL: INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY CONFERENCE 2017
(Wednesday, 8th March 2017, St. Aidan’s College, Durham University)
This conference seeks to unsettle this myth of enlightenment man and to use feminist perspectives to explore alternative conceptions of human 
nature, culture and freedom. What does an account of the human subject, which takes seriously women’s lived experience, look like? This conference 
explores this question under three broad themes: Human Nature, Culture, and Freedom.

DEADLINE THU15DEC
CALL FOR PAPERS: DECOLONISING THE UNIVERSITY
The question of decolonising the university speaks to debates and research on the politics of knowledge and the analysis of power relations, which 
have been profoundly shaped by critical feminist agendas. Black, Chicana, ‘First nations’/ Indigenous/communitarian, and decolonial feminisms have been 
at the forefront of the struggle to decolonise the university and the knowledge structures that remain complicit with intersectional forms of  
domination... More information at the link. 

DEADLINE SAT31DEC
CALL FOR PAPERS: CREATING AND RETHINKING DIVERSITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION
Higher education institutions around the world seek to move beyond widening access agendas and towards integrating inclusion into all aspects of the 
educational experience. This involves creating a more inclusive teaching and learning environment that better enables all students and faculty to more 
fully develop cognitively, socially, emotionally, and professionally, while respecting their individual and group identities.More information at the link.

DEADLINE TUE31JAN 2017
CALL FOR PAPERS: CLIMATE CHANGE AND INTERSECTIONALITY
This themed issue aims to provide a forum for the discussion of how intersecting social identities can be incorporated into climate change research, in 
order to provide a more holistic understanding of how we can respond to the global threat of climate change. More information at the link.

OPEN CALLS
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